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Wild dog clean out: The Hume

By HOLLY
McALISTER

T

Livestock Health and Pest Authority
(LHPA) is currently preparing for
another co-ordinated spring baiting
campaign for wild dogs, in conjunction
with landholders, land managers and
other agencies.
Hume LHPA pest animal ranger,
Michael Leane, said the proactive
spring campaign is part of the Hume
LHPA’s suite of tools to combat the
impact of predation of wild dogs on

landholders’ productivity.
“As a result of improved seasonal
conditions, wild dogs are continuing to
pose a threat for landholders losing
stock and affecting their bottom line,”
he said.
“We run four-week spring baiting
programs which have the twofold
purpose of baiting both wild dog pups
and pregnant or lactating foxes.

HOUGH it was overcast and
freezing outdoors, the atmosphere heated up inside the selling
■ For more on wild dog control
contact your local LHPA office.
shed at the Karoo Angus on-property
bull sale last Friday at Meadow Flat,
near Bathurst.
Sixty-eight bulls aged from 18
months to two years were sold at a 100
per cent clearance rate and topped at
an impressive $32,000, a new record for
Karoo, accompanied by an average of
$8338.
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speechless at the result of their sale,
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